
Secure, detect, 
respond and recover

What is Perimeta for 365?
Perimeta for 365 is a SaaS 
configuration management tool for 
Microsoft 365. It is used to rapidly 
deploy, monitor, analyse, and 
maintain a secure Microsoft 365 
environment. 

How does it work?
It automatically monitors tens of 
thousands of Microsoft 365 
settings across office productivity, 
security, identity, device 
management and more. With 
features such as real-time alerting, 
one-click remediation for 
configuration drift and instant 
assessments, Perimeta for 365 
streamlines the process of meeting 
regulatory requirements, 
enhancing efficiency in your 
compliance efforts.

Automated monitoring

Transparent reporting 

Perimeta for 365 maintains a watchful eye over your Microsoft 365 
environment, allowing you to efficiently meet regulatory 
requirements and improve your overall cybersecurity posture. 

Continuous surveillance 

Real-time alerts One click remediation

Instant assessments 

Trusted by the Australian Government
Perimeta for 365 is used by the Australian 
Government to manage and maintain Microsoft 365 
to the most stringent security standards. Its robust 
compliance and evaluation capabilities make it a 
fitting choice for organisations operating in regulated 
sectors.

Customised compliance baselines
Perimeta for 365 adapts its baseline to match your 
organisation's unique requirements, aligning 
compliance efforts precisely with your needs.

Comprehensive compliance monitoring 
Perimeta for 365 is the only product capable of 
monitoring and managing all the necessary configuration 
settings for compliance in regulated industries by using 
custom automation that goes beyond the published APIs 
that other tools use. 

Why is it superior to other products? 
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Configure for compliance 

Receive instant 
assessments

Simplify 
security &
compliance

Automate issue 
resolution

Access historical 
insights

Perimeta for 365 
6 value-boosting features

Continuous surveillance
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Utilise transparent reporting 
to track environmental 
changes over time, aiding in 
troubleshooting and 
auditing.

Effortlessly manage 
complex environments and 
swiftly address issues, 
maintaining security and 
compliance.

Receive immediate 
independent evaluations 
against industry best 
practices, saving time and 
costs compared to 
consultants.

Define your operational standards and regulatory 
compliance with Perimeta for 365's baseline 
setup. It continuously monitors and ensures 
alignment with your standards.

Receive alerts and opt for 
automated solutions, including 
one-click remediation for swift 
problem-solving.
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Perimeta for 365 maintains a watchful eye over your environment, 
identifying changes and alerting you to newly introduced settings 
stemming from Microsoft updates or user actions, keeping you 
well-informed and proactive in managing your configurations.
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